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Toro tc3000 manual

The Toro TC3000 string trimmer is a two-cycle motor that requires oil and fuel mixing with a run and lubrication of the inner parts at the same time. The wrong mixture of too little or no oil can cause immediate and irreparable engine damage. Too much oil gas causes smoking exhaust gas, loss of engine power and oil
leaking from the silencer. The correct fuel-to-oil mixing ratio of the Toro TC3000 trimmer is 50:1. This is 50 parts gasoline 1 part two-cycle oil. Mix 1 gallon of fuel with 2.6 ounces of oil to act as a trimmer engine for optimal lubrication of the fuel system. Mix your fuel and oil correctly using clean gasoline that can hold 1
gallon. Pour about 1/2 gallon of fresh gasoline into a jar. Add 2,6 ounces of two-cycle oil. To mix the contents, place the cap on a gas jar and swirl it. Add the remaining 1/2 gallon of gas to the can, replace the cap and swirl it again to mix thoroughly. You can buy a mixture already made up of home improvement centers if
you don't want to mix your own. About Author Mary Lougee has been writing for over 10 years. He has a bachelor's degree, the main activity of which is large and two years in accounting and computer science. She loves writing about careers for busy families, as well as family-oriented planning, meals and activities at all
ages. This website or its third-party tools use cookies that are necessary for its operation and necessary to achieve the goals illustrated in the cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent with all or some cookies, read the Cookie Policy. By closing this banner by scrolling through this page, clicking
the link or continuing to browse differently, you agree to the use of cookies. 51643 (TC 3000) - Toro String Trimmer (SN: 006000001 - 006999999) (1986) 51643 (TC 3000) - Toro String Trimmer (SN: 007000001 - 007999999) (1987) 83-4600 - Lawn-Boy One-Line Head for TC 5010 Gas Trimmer SRM-3000 - Echo String



Trimmer Variations 51-2760 - Lawn-Boy Non-Metallic Fixed Line Head for TC 5010 Gas Trimmer 83-4610 - Lawn-Boy Two-Line Head for TC-5010 Gas Trimmer 46-2810 - Lawn-Boy Metallic Fixed Line Head for TC 5010 Gas Trimmer 3000 B (UT-26035) - Green Machine String Trimmer 3000 J (UT-26034-B) - Green
Machine String Trimmer CC 3000 (41BDC03G100) - Cub Cadet String Trimmer (2002) Parts Search for a part within assembly drawings: Manuals &amp; Warranty Accessories Product Details As a leading worldwide provider of innovative turf, landscape, rental and construction equipment, and irrigation and outdoor
lighting solutions, Toro helps customers care for golf courses , sports fields, public green spaces, commercial and residential real estate and fields. We value the trust of our customers in the place of our people and our products, and we are proud to partner with many sites and events around the world. This includes the
Links to Scotland, Wimbledon Championships, Super Bowl Stadium, Rose Bowl, Walt Disney World Resort - along with many other professional and collegiate venues. Venues.
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